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1. 2. 3.

Fold and unfold.Fold and unfold. Pinch the quarters.

Recommended Paper:   kami or other two-sided 
square paper 6” (15cm) on a side.

4.

Fold and unfold the eighths.

5.

Valley fold the corners that 
should not have hearts.

6.

7.

2x

Valley fold the corners that 
should have hearts.



10.

Unfold the larger dog-eared corners.

11.

Make tiny hems to round the tops of the hearts.

8.

The next few steps can be accomplished by a good 
eye estimating the center and deft fingers, but 
adding this fold is easier.  A pinch across each 
diagonal will suffice, but the fold is small anyhow.

9.



14.

Refold the eighths.  No new creases.

15.

12.

Refold step 5 which was unfolded in step 8.

13.

16.

135°

17.

Fold straight north to position the muzzle.  This can 
be a RAT distance to shape the face, but through the 
intersection is always good.
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Good position, but too much paper creep!  
Temporarily unfold in order to deal with that.

18. 19.

Mountain fold the top layer underneath, so it won't 
show as paper creep.

20.

A tiny valley fold to round the top of the muzzle.

21.

Restore the muzzle.

RAT fold the ears symmetrically.  About 45° is 
good.  There's already a crease in the middle; if you 
need to gently fold the face in half temporarily to 
duplicate the first RAT fold, it shouldn't hurt 
anything.  Eyeballing symmetry is also fine.

22.

Squash each ear asymmetrically.  The inner edge of 
the squash should align with the corner of the heart 
and the resulting ears should be mirror images of 
each other so the face is still symmetrical. 

23.

Round the hearts and shape the ears.  Little rounding 
mountain folds on the chin and the top of the head 
will also help larger flaps lie flat.  For increased 
flatness, place in an encyclopedia for up to a week.

24.

Done!  Your adorable new 
puppy Spot is paper-trained!

25.
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